Induced spawning and culture techniques for the invasive ascidian *Didemnum vexillum* (Kott, 2002)
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**Abstract**

The colonial ascidian *Didemnum vexillum* has become relatively widespread in New Zealand, since its initial discovery in 2001. Despite the potential economic and ecological impacts of *D. vexillum*, there are still considerable knowledge gaps surrounding its key biological attributes. The ability to obtain larvae and culture colonies in the laboratory is crucial to research into larval longevity and dispersal potential, and the factors affecting colony survivorship and growth. Here we present methods for spawning and culture of *D. vexillum* under laboratory conditions. A ‘light shocking without cycles’ technique was used to stimulate larval release in adult colonies, with > 500 larvae being produced from ~ 100 g of tissue at the peak of the reproductive season. Following release, the larvae were allowed to metamorphose and the juveniles were cultured under controlled conditions for four weeks. Recruit survival during the four weeks of culture was > 85 % with the majority having formed small colonies of 4 to 6 zooids with a dense cover of white spicules throughout the tunic. The most effective laboratory spawning conditions are described with respect to light and temperature. The ability to obtain *D. vexillum* larvae on demand will enable increased research into several aspects of this species’ reproductive biology and ecology.
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**Introduction**

The ongoing human-mediated spread of non-indigenous ascidian species is causing growing concern globally (Lambert 2001; Carver et al. 2003; G. Lambert 2005; LeBlanc et al. 2007). In particular, ascidians pose a significant threat for aquaculture industries, as they are often strong spatial competitors that are able to reach a very high density or biomass in relatively short time-frames (Stachowicz et al. 2002; Blum et al. 2007; Arsenault et al. 2009). The potential for adverse effects on natural ecosystems has also been documented for some species, including the colonial ascidian *Didemnum vexillum* (Kott, 2002) (Valentine et al. 2007; Lengyel et al. 2009). Despite the potential impacts of *D. vexillum*, there are still considerable knowledge gaps surrounding its key biological attributes; information that underpins successful management. In particular, research into the factors affecting colony survivorship, growth and the potential spread of this species is still relatively scarce (but see Daniel and Therriault 2007). For other ascidian species, a range of abiotic and biotic factors that affect both the larval and post-settlement life-stages have been shown to dramatically influence subsequent adult populations (Grosberg 1981; Young and Chia 1984; Stoner 1990; Osman and Whitlatch 1995, 1996, 2004; reviewed by Bates 2005 and C.C. Lambert 2005). Hence, in order to better
understand the factors controlling the distribution and persistence of *D. vexillum*, increased research on the early life-stages (i.e., larvae and newly settled juveniles) is required. For example, research on larval longevity will aid our understanding of ascidian dispersal potential, as this is heavily dependent on the initial planktonic phase of the life history. Furthermore, knowledge of the environmental conditions that favour ascidian larvae and juveniles may be applied when predicting areas susceptible to new invasions or range expansions (Epelbaum et al. 2009a).

The reproductive biology of many colonial ascidians has been well-documented (Millar 1971; Harvell and Grosberg 1988; Svane and Young 1989; C.C. Lambert 2005; G. Lambert 2005). Colonies are made up of morphologically identical individuals, termed zooids, which are enclosed in a common tunic and share a circulatory system. Colonies undergo both asexual and sexual reproduction. Colonial ascidian embryos are brooded within the colony, and develop for one to several weeks until they are mature and tadpole larvae are released. Brooding in *D. vexillum* occurs within the tunic of the colony (Figure 1) and the embryos are believed to take several weeks to fully develop into free-swimming larvae about 1.4 mm in length (Lambert 2009). Previous research with other colonial ascidian species indicates that colonies release larvae in response to light stimulation, often spawning at dawn under natural conditions (Whittingham 1966; Lambert and Brandt 1967; Watanabe and Lambert 1973; West and Lambert 1976; Grosberg 1988; Svane and Havenhand 1993; Bingham 1997; Forward et al. 2000).

Several studies have documented laboratory procedures to induce spawning and to culture ascidians (Berrill 1937; Grave 1937; Costello and Henley 1971; Cloney 1987); however, there has been no assessment of these methods for *D. vexillum*. Controlled research on the dispersal and growth of this species has been hampered by difficulties in obtaining sufficient larvae on demand. Previous work on colonial ascidians has shown that the time of larval release can be manipulated through maintaining the colonies in complete darkness for several hours prior (termed the dark adaptation period) (Costello and Henley 1971; Watanabe and Lambert 1973; Svane and Young 1989; Forward et al. 2000). It has also been suggested that increasing this dark adaptation period will result in a shorter duration between light exposure and larval release (termed the latency period), as well as increasing the number of larvae that are released (Watanabe and Lambert 1973). The present study documents procedures we have recently developed to successfully induce spawning in *D. vexillum* colonies, as well as techniques for the successful settlement and metamorphosis of the larvae, and culture of the juvenile recruits. A range of methods were assessed over the course of this study, with those presented here found to be the most successful for this species.

### Collection and maintenance of laboratory cultures

The *D. vexillum* colonies used during this study were collected from beneath a floating pontoon in Port Nelson, New Zealand, between December 2008 and June 2009. We found that small (< 20 cm² area, ~ 30 g) lobe-shaped colonies were most suitable for the trials as they generally had less detritus associated with them. Also, as the larvae are brooded within the tunic beneath the zooids in *Didemnum* species (Lambert and Lambert 2010), damage to these larvae is less likely to occur when using lobe or tendril-shaped specimens than from removing encrusting or two-dimensional colonies from the substratum. Following collection, the colonies were immediately transported to the nearby laboratory in 2 L plastic containers filled with natural seawater. Upon arrival at the laboratory, the colonies were rinsed in filtered seawater (0.35 µm) and any debris or associated epibionts removed. The colonies collected were used immediately for induced spawning trials, following the procedures outlined below. The initiation of spawning trials as soon as possible after field collection was vital, as our attempts to induce larval release in colonies collected from distant locations (several hours from the laboratory) consistently failed.

### Induced spawning of adult colonies

#### Dark adaptation period

The *D. vexillum* larvae produced in this study were obtained using a ‘light shocking’ technique (Bullard and Whitlatch 2004) that stimulates and enables control of the time of larval release through the manipulation of a dark adaptation period. The colonies need to be maintained in
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Figure 1. Cross section of a Didemnum vexillum colony. Numerous individual zoides are visible directly beneath the outer layer of the tunic, and several brooded embryos are visible in the central region between these layers. The location of one such embryo (e) is indicated. Scale bar 2 mm. Photograph by L. Fletcher.

Figure 2. Didemnum vexillum colony overgrowing plastic mesh netting, following containment in the laboratory for 48 hours. Scale bar 3 cm. Photograph by L. Fletcher.

constant darkness for a duration that is long enough to induce sufficient larval release, but not so long as to lead to deterioration of colony health. Based on multiple observations of colony health and spawning success in relation to dark adaptation, a period of 48 hours is recommended for this species. To start this dark adaptation period, five colonies were placed into two 50 L black PVC bins (2–3 colonies per bin) with secure lids that excluded light. Each bin was filled with ambient temperature seawater (~ 16 °C, salinity ~ 35, filtered to 0.35 µm and UV treated). The colony fragments were supported by 60 mm² plastic mesh, suspended horizontally to raise them approximately 10 cm off the base of the bin and allow adequate water flow to all zooids within the colony. If placed directly on the base of the bin the underside of the colony did not receive adequate water flow and the health of the tissue deteriorated. The colonies often grew around, and naturally attached to, the mesh during the time held in the bins (Figure 2), suggesting they were not overly stressed during this period. During the dark adaptation phase each bin contained a single air stone that provided a constant stream. The water temperature was maintained between 18 and 20 °C. Before the lids were sealed each bin had 50 ml of concentrated Isochrysis sp. algal solution added to the filtered seawater to provide a food source for the colonies (1.5 × 10⁷ cells.L⁻¹ algal concentrations in the bins).

Light exposure to induce larval release

Following the dark adaptation period the colonies were removed from the bins and suspended individually within five 1 L glass beakers of filtered (0.35 µm) seawater. If the colonies had attached themselves to the plastic
mesh, the mesh was cut adjacent to the tissue to prevent damage to the zooids (Figure 2). The beakers were placed in an area receiving natural sunlight and were also exposed to bright artificial light, to stimulate larval release (Cloney 1987). The artificial light was provided by two standard lamps, each containing a single Osram 18W warm-white fluorescent bulb (producing 1200 lumen), positioned 20 cm from the beakers. There was no need for aeration of the beakers. The water temperature increased due to the heat produced by the lights, although this was kept below 22 °C by placing the beakers in a cold water bath when necessary. The colonies are likely to become stressed at higher temperatures as growth of this species has been shown to be adversely affected by water temperatures above ~23 °C (McCarthy et al. 2007).

Patterns of larval release

Larvae appeared to be released from the common cloacal apertures that were spread across the surface of the tunic. The larvae were easily visible and often aggregated at the sides of the beakers nearest to the light source, as they are positively phototactic at this stage (Grave 1937). When the water was maintained between 20 and 22°C, the first larvae were consistently released within 3 to 4 hours following initial light exposure; this latency period was the shortest recorded in all trials. The frequency of larval release was initially slow but increased steadily over the following hour until release was at intervals of approximately 10–20 seconds. The colonies continued to release larvae for approximately 5 hours, although the frequency decreased considerably after the initial couple of hours.

Patterns of larval settlement

As the *D. vexillum* larvae were visible to the naked eye, they could be collected using a standard pipette, after which they could be examined directly or allowed to settle onto a hard substratum and metamorphose into juveniles. Pilot studies suggested less settlement occurred when larvae were exposed to well lit or completely dark environments, supporting the recommendation for shaded conditions to facilitate metamorphosis in ascidian larvae (Lambert and Lambert 2010). The duration of swimming activity and timing of larval settlement varied considerably; some larvae only swam for a few minutes while others took several hours to initiate the metamorphosis process. In a study examining larval settlement rates of 193 larvae, 56.0 % (on average) had successfully settled onto the substratum and metamorphosed into juveniles 24 hours after release from the colony (Figure 3). On average, 6.1 % of the larvae examined were recorded to be actively swimming at this point. When assessed again a further 24 hours later, a small proportion (~18 %) of these larvae had subsequently metamorphosed into juveniles, although most had become immobile and unresponsive to light or tactile stimuli. Consequently, to ensure sufficient time for completion of all metamorphosis events, we found the larvae were best left undisturbed for at least 48 hours after release from the parent colony.

Even under ideal conditions, a consistent 10-15 % of the larvae metamorphosed at the water surface and were subsequently suspended, inverted, within this layer (e.g., 14.4 % in Figure 3). This phenomenon has been found in many ascidian species, and may be normal for a proportion of ascidian larvae (Millar 1971). These recruits, and others that have attached to non-target substrata, can be carefully removed and repositioned on more suitable substrata if desired. This method has been previously used to position newly settled juveniles of other colonial ascidian species in precise locations (Berrill 1937; Boyd et al. 1986; Epelbaum et al. 2009b).

Techniques to delay metamorphosis

Research into the competency period and energetic reserves of ascidian larvae require techniques to delay metamorphosis. We investigated a range of methods to achieve this delay, including the use of aeration, mechanical agitation, and varying light regimes. The most successful delay method was found to be a combination of exposure to a white surface (the larvae were in transparent containers and placed on the white surface) and continuous bright light. Once exposed to this regime the larvae became dormant and remained inactive for the period of light exposure, as also described for the colonial ascidian *Diplosoma listeranium* (Marshall et al. 2003; Bennett and Marshall 2005). *D. vexillum* larvae were able to successfully metamorphose into juveniles following artificial delays of up to 36 hours using this method (L. Fletcher, unpublished data).
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**Figure 3.** Status of *Didemnum vexillum* larvae, 24 hours after release from the parent colony. Larvae were randomly allocated across 10 tissue culture plates (total larvae = 193, sourced from five separate colonies) and classified as either: swimming; attached to the substrate and metamorphosed; metamorphosed within the water column (floating); attached to the substrate but still a larva; or immobile.

**Culture of juvenile recruits**

**Culturing methods**

In a separate study, larvae that had successfully metamorphosed into recruits (n = 174) were cultured under laboratory conditions for four weeks, with colony survivorship and development documented. Recruits were situated within individual wells (6 ml) of sterile 12-well Falcon™ tissue culture plates and were maintained at 18 °C in a 12:12 hour light:dark regime. Ascidian recruits quickly develop atrial and branchial siphons, and begin feeding within one to two days (Takeuchi 1980; Epelbaum et al. 2009b). The recruits in our study were fed an algal solution of *Isochrysis* sp. diluted in filtered seawater (5 x 10⁷ cells.L⁻¹) every second day. The containers were not aerated, as pilot studies had shown replacing the water every second day was sufficient to enable colony growth. Aeration of the culture containers has sometimes been shown to negatively affect feeding efficiency through the suspension of fecal pellets and detritus, leading to a reflex cessation of pumping (Milkman 1967). There was often considerable fecal pellet build up over the two days, so the area around the recruit was gently cleaned with a soft paintbrush to dislodge fecal matter before the water was changed as required.

**Description of juvenile colonies**

Following settlement and metamorphosis of the tadpole larva, the juvenile recruits were initially transparent, with pale yellow digestive organs often visible within the posterior region. In addition, black ‘eyespots’ (the ocellus and statolith within the tadpole larva) were often visible near the anterior region of the recruit (Figure 4A). Paired yellow-brown coloured lateral organs of the thorax were generally visible two days following settlement, and these subsequently turned white following the production of calcium carbonate spicules from within these structures (as documented in Valentine et al. 2009). The spicules were generally visible throughout the surface of the tunic, four days post-settlement. The production of fecal matter by the recruits over this time indicated that they were successfully feeding (Valentine et al. 2009). Visible contractions in the recruits, occurring during water inhalation and exhalation, were witnessed after approximately one week.

Two weeks after settlement and metamorphosis, the majority of recruits had undergone asexual budding and divided into a two-zooid colony. Each zooid had its own inhalant oral siphon and a shared cloacal aperture out of which the filtered water was exhaled (Figure 4B). At the four week assessment, there was >85% recruit survival (L. Fletcher, unpublished data), with the majority of these recruits having formed small colonies of four to six zooids having a dense cover of white spicules throughout the tunic. The numbers of zooids observed in these colonies are similar to those found in other laboratory-raised colonial ascidian species (Milkman 1967; Boyd et al. 1986; Epelbaum et al. 2009b).
Discussion

The techniques described in this paper can be applied to research into several aspects of the reproductive biology and ecology of *D. vexillum*. The ability to obtain larvae on demand has already enabled research into the larval competency period of this species, which has indicated some larvae are capable of successful settlement and colony growth following 36 hours of delayed metamorphosis (L. Fletcher, unpublished data). This information is currently being used to predict the spread of *D. vexillum* within the Marlborough Sounds aquaculture region of New Zealand. These techniques can also be applied to determine factors such as the preferred settling time of *D. vexillum* larvae and the potential carry-over effects of delayed settlement of the recruits in terms of decreased fitness and growth rates. Similarly, the ability to culture juvenile colonies with precise control of environmental variables and adequate replication of trials enables greater isolation of various factors affecting colony survivorship, growth and reproduction. Using these methods, it is hoped to further investigate the growth rates of *D. vexillum* colonies in order to determine the length of time to reproductive maturity, and hence the number of larvae potentially released over a spawning season. Together with information on larval longevity, this knowledge will enable predictions of the potential annual spread of this species by natural dispersal.

Although laboratory culture of juvenile colonies can have several advantages, an awareness of differences between laboratory and natural environments is required. Life-history traits exhibited under laboratory conditions may not accurately reflect those occurring in nature where considerably more factors influence natural populations (e.g., predation and physical disturbance). For example, previous work on the larval duration of ascidians is mainly based on laboratory studies; however, as laboratory culture conditions are inherently different from nature, it has been suggested that larval swimming time may be over-estimated by experiments conducted in closed systems (Shanks 2009). This phenomenon is also illustrated by our research with reference to the morphology of the early one and two-zooid *D. vexillum* colonies that were quite different from those observed growing on settlement plates in the field. The laboratory-raised colonies were very erect in appearance, while those observed in the field are generally quite flat and dome-shaped (see Valentine et al. 2009 for a description). We propose that the laboratory-raised colonies exhibit this morphology as they are growing in static water with no forces to prevent upright growth. Although results of experiments using laboratory-raised colonies
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should perhaps be interpreted with caution, cultured colonies still provide a valuable means for investigating aspects of a species’ biology under controlled and replicated conditions.

Conclusions and future directions

The methods for induced spawning and culture of D. vexillum colonies presented in this work were adequate for our research purposes, which required the controlled release of moderate numbers of D. vexillum larvae in order to determine their competency period and make estimates of the dispersal potential of this species. However, some applications of this method, such as large-scale studies into the interactions between D. vexillum early life-stages and other species within fouling communities, may call for more larvae than we were able to produce. Hence, continued efforts to improve and refine methods to induce larval release in this species would be desirable. Similarly, additional research on techniques for maintenance of adult laboratory cultures is essential, as these individuals can be used as brood stock cultures, which will enable long-term experiments year round.
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